Cloud Data
Management
Monitoring &
Analytics

Cloud Data Management™ enables organizations to achieve unmatched data
management and protection, reusing data to drive innovation across data centers
and cloud. It also accelerates business agility through automating core backup and
recovery capabilities, enabling data mobility, visibility, intelligent orchestration,
governance and security.

Monitoring & Analytics
Modern management systems need to be always vigilant,
intelligently looking at event data and reacting to resolve issues
before they can occur. You should not need to pour into log
files and events to know if a backup was successful or if an error
occurred. Intelligence is ubiquitous to modern management
systems, and customers are demanding new solutions that drive
forward AI and proactive learning investments. However, today’s
businesses still face many challenges when it comes to updating
their management solutions, including:

Veeam® enables organizations of all sizes to reduce the complexity
of their data management tasks, saving precious time and budget
and providing AI-driven infrastructure monitoring and diagnostics,
including automated remediation of unexpected issues for your
critical backup and DR processes. Modern data management
needs to be always vigilant, intelligent and reactive to resolve
issues before they occur. Through Veeam’s modern monitoring and
analytics approach, you can have the confidence that your data is
well-managed with:

• Frustration with wasted resources trying to piece together
fragmented monitoring systems to get a true picture of
backup health

• Built-in intelligence to identify and resolve common
infrastructure and software misconfigurations before
operational impact

• Uncertainty about storage usage and projections and having
to pay a premium for unplanned storage purchases

• Knowing your data protection posture instantly through
consistent monitoring and reporting

• Pressure to have zero disruption from unexpected
downtime, even when unavoidable problems occur

• AI-based diagnostics and remediation to resolve issues
faster, even before they arise

• Fighting an ongoing battle to prove the reliability of full
recovery and meet business SLA requirements

• Visibility into the costs of storage and backup repository
resources to forecast resource and utilization rates
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Solution Mapping
Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform provides the key technologies to assist your monitoring and analytics platform.
Together it enables a powerful integrated solution.
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Monitoring and Analytics

Each feature of the Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform is specifically designed to help organizations more,
including significant solutions such as:
Intelligent Diagnostics

Business View

Remediation Actions

Capacity Planning reporting

Automatically detect known
issues in configuration and
performance of backup
infrastructure

One-stop reporting for the
entire business to review
backup and recovery health
and RPO/RTO expectations

Automated responses to
unexpected issues across
your backup and recovery
infrastructure

Forecast future models and
trends to take the guesswork
out of capacity planning

Learn more and get the resources to help:
Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform Overview
See how customers like you have benefited from Veeam
Ready to take your business to the next level? Contact sales
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